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Abstract. The paper gives a brief overview of three shared tasks which
have been organized at the PAN 2022 lab on digital text forensics and sty-
lometry hosted at the CLEF 2022 conference. The tasks include author-
ship verification across discourse types, multi-author writing style anal-
ysis and author profiling. Some of the tasks continue and advance past
editions (authorship verification and multi-author analysis) and some are
new (profiling irony and stereotypes spreaders). The general goal of the
PAN shared tasks is to advance the state of the art in text forensics
and stylometry while ensuring objective evaluation on newly developed
benchmark datasets.

1 Introduction

PAN is a workshop series and a networking initiative for stylometry and digital
text forensics. The workshop’s goal is to bring together scientists and practition-
ers studying technologies which analyze texts with regard to originality, author-
ship, trust, and ethicality. Since its inception 15 years back PAN has included
shared tasks on specific computational challenges related to authorship analy-
sis, computational ethics, and determining the originality of a piece of writing.
Over the years, the respective organizing committees of the 54 shared tasks have
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assembled evaluation resources for the aforementioned research disciplines that
amount to 51 datasets plus nine datasets contributed by the community.1 Each
new dataset introduced new variants of author verification, profiling, or author
obfuscation tasks as well as multi-author analysis and determining the moral-
ity, quality, or originality of a text. The 2022 edition of PAN continued in the
same vein, introducing new resources as well as previously unconsidered prob-
lems to the community. As in earlier editions, PAN is committed to reproducible
research in IR and NLP therefore all shared tasks ask for software submissions
on our TIRA platform [11]. We briefly outline the 2022 tasks and results in the
sections that follow.

2 Authorship Verification

Authorship verification is a fundamental task in author identification and all
questioned authorship cases, be it closed-set or open-set scenarios, can be decom-
posed into a series of verification instances [9]. Previous editions of PAN included
across-domain authorship verification tasks where texts of known and unknown
authorship come from different domains [2,3,28]. In most of the examined
cases, domains corresponded to topics (or thematic areas) and fandoms (non-
professional fiction that is nowadays published online in significant quantities
by fans of high-popularity authors or works, so-called fanfiction). The obtained
results of the latest editions have demonstrated that it is feasible to handle such
cases with relatively high performance [2,3]. In addition, at PAN’15, cross-genre
authorship verification was partially studied using datasets in Dutch and Span-
ish covering essays and reviews [28]. However, these are relatively similar genres
with respect to communication purpose, intended audience, or level of formality.
On the other hand, it is not clear yet how to handle more difficult authorship
verification cases where texts of known and unknown authorship belong to differ-
ent discourse types (DTs), especially when these DTs have few similarities (e.g.,
argumentative essays vs. text messages to family members). In such cases, it is
very challenging to distinguish the authorial characteristics that remain intact
along DTs.

In the current edition of the authorship verification task we adopt the sim-
plified version used in the most recent PAN editions [2,3] where text pairs are
considered. Formally, one has to approximate the target function φ : (dk, du) →
{T, F}, dk being a text of known authorship and du being a text of unknown or
disputed authorship. If φ(dk, du) = T , then the author of dk is also the author of
du and if φ(dk, du) = F , then the author of dk is not the same as the author of
du. The main novelty of the current edition is that dk and du belong to different
discourse types.

Dataset

A new dataset has been created based on the recent Aston 100 Idiolects Corpus
in English2 including a rich set of DTs written by around 100 individuals. We
1 https://pan.webis.de/data.html
2 https://fold.aston.ac.uk/handle/123456789/17
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used the following DTs: emails, essays, text messages, and business memos. All
individuals have similar age (18–22) and are native English speakers. The topic
of text samples is not restricted while the level of formality can vary within a
certain DT (e.g., text messages may be addressed to family members or non-
familial acquaintances).

First, we split available individuals into two equal and non-overlapping sets,
one to be used for the training dataset and the other for the test dataset. That
way, it is ensured that any kind of particularities among the training authors will
not affect the performance on the test dataset. In addition, we took advantage
of available demographic metadata and used a similar gender distribution of
individuals in both training and test datasets.

The dataset comprises a set of text pairs and in each pair the two texts belong
to two different DTs. All six combinations of the four available DTs are taken
into account. However, the distribution of text pairs over the combination of DTs
is not homogeneous since it depends on the available texts belonging to each DT.
For example, the corpus comprises only one business memo and multiple email
messages per individual. Anyway, the distribution of verification instances per
DT combination is similar in both training and test datasets as can be seen in
Table 1. Similar, both training and test datasets have balanced distribution of
positive/negative verification cases. This is also valid for each combination of
DTs (e.g., half of the pairs belonging to the combination essay-email is positive
and the other half is negative).

Since the length of texts belonging to certain DTs is very small, we concate-
nated multiple texts of the same DT to produce longer text samples that are
used in the text pairs of authorship verification instances. In more detail, email
messages are concatenated so that a text sample of at least 2,000 characters
is obtained. The date of email messages is taken into account so that consec-
utive messages are concatenated. In the case of text messages, we concatenate
messages sent either to friends or family so that text samples of at least 500 char-
acters are obtained. The text length information provided in Table 1 for email
and text messages refers to text samples produced as explained above.

Evaluation Setup and Results

The evaluation framework is similar to the one used in recent shared tasks at
PAN. For each AV instance (a text pair) of the test dataset, participants have
to produce a scalar score ai (in the [0, 1] range) indicating the probability that
the pair was written by the same author. It is possible for participants to leave
text pairs unanswered by submitting a score of precisely ai = 0.5. As concerns
the experimental setup, the set of evaluation measures used in the last edition
of PAN is also adopted. These include the area under ROC (AUROC), c@1 that
rewards unanswered cases over wrong predictions, F1, F0.5u, and the complement
of Brier score (so that higher scores correspond to better performance) [2]. The
average of these diverse measures is used as final score to rank participants.

Two baseline approaches were made available to the participants:
a compression-based approach based on Prediction by Partial Matching
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Table 1. Statistics of the new dataset used in the authorship verification task.

Training Test
Text pairs
Positive 6,132 (50.0%) 5,239 (50.0%)
Negative 6,132 (50.0%) 5,239 (50.0%)
Email - Text message 7,484 (61.0%) 6,092 (58.1%)
Essay - Email 1,618 (13.2%) 1,454 (13.9%)
Essay - Text message 1,182 (9.6%) 1,128 (10.8%)
Business memo - Email 1,014 (8.3%) 900 (8.6%)
Business memo - Text message 780 (6.4%) 718 (6.9%)
Essay - Business memo 186 (1.5%) 186 (1.8%)
Text length (avg. chars)
Essay 11,098 10,117
Email 2,385 2,323
Business memo 1,255 1,042
Text message 611 601

Table 2. Final results for the cross-discourse-type authorship verification task at
PAN’22. Submitted systems are ranked by their mean performance across five eval-
uation metrics. Best result per column is shown in bold.

System AUROC c@1 F1 F0.5u Brier Overall
BASELINE-cngdist 0.546 0.496 0.669 0.542 0.749 0.600
najafi22 0.598 0.571 0.576 0.571 0.618 0.587
galicia22 0.512 0.499 0.628 0.544 0.741 0.585
jinli22 0.577 0.557 0.581 0.563 0.589 0.573
BASELINE-compressor 0.541 0.493 0.570 0.478 0.750 0.566
lei22 0.539 0.539 0.399 0.488 0.539 0.501
yihuiye22 0.542 0.526 0.398 0.461 0.565 0.499
huang22 0.519 0.519 0.196 0.328 0.519 0.416
cresposanchez22 0.500 0.500 0 0 0.748 0.350

(PPM) [30] and a naive distance-based character n-gram model [7]. We received
7 submissions and evaluated their performance using the TIRA experimentation
framework. The overall results of all participants and the baselines can be found
in Table 2.

As can be seen, the general performance of all submissions is quite low reflect-
ing the difficulty of the task. It is surprising that a naive baseline achieved the
best overall score despite the fact that most participant models are quite sophis-
ticated. On the other hand, the most effective submitted method (najafi22) out-
performs all other submissions and baselines in three out of five evaluation mea-
sures indicating a promising potential. More details on the evaluation results
and the submissions will be available in the task overview paper [27].

3 Author Profiling

Author profiling is the problem of distinguishing between classes of authors by
studying how language is shared by people. This helps in identifying authors’
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individual characteristics, such as age, gender, or language variety, among others.
During the years 2013–2021 we addressed several of these aspects in the shared
tasks organised at PAN.3 In 2013 the aim was to identify gender and age in social
media texts for English and Spanish [18]. In 2014 we addressed age identification
from a continuous perspective (without gaps between age classes) in the context
of several genres, such as blogs, Twitter, and reviews (in Trip Advisor), both
in English and Spanish [16]. In 2015, apart from age and gender identification,
we addressed also personality recognition on Twitter in English, Spanish, Dutch,
and Italian [20]. In 2016, we addressed the problem of cross-genre gender and age
identification (training on Twitter data and testing on blogs and social media
data) in English, Spanish, and Dutch [21]. In 2017, we addressed gender and
language variety identification in Twitter in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and
Arabic [19]. In 2018, we investigated gender identification in Twitter from a
multimodal perspective, considering also the images linked within tweets; the
dataset was composed of English, Spanish, and Arabic tweets [17]. In 2019 the
focus was on profiling bots and discriminating bots from humans on the basis
of textual data only [15]. We used Twitter data both in English and Spanish.
Bots play a key role in spreading inflammatory content and also fake news.
Advanced bots that generated human-like language, also with metaphors, were
the most difficult to profile. It is interesting to note that when bots were profiled
as humans, they were mostly confused with males. In 2020 we focused on profiling
fake news spreaders [13]. The easiness of publishing content in social media has
led to an increase in the amount of disinformation that is published and shared.
The goal was to profile those authors who have shared some fake news in the
past. Early identification of possible fake news spreaders on Twitter should be
the first step towards preventing fake news from further dissemination. In 2021
the focus was on profiling hate speech spreaders in social media [12]. The goal
was to identify Twitter users who can be considered haters, depending on the
number of tweets with hateful content that they had spread. The task was set
in English and Spanish.

Profiling Irony and Stereotype Spreaders on Twitter (IROSTEREO)

With irony, language is employed in a figurative and subtle way to mean the
opposite to what is literally stated [22]. In case of sarcasm, a more aggressive
type of irony, the intent is to mock or scorn a victim without excluding the
possibility to hurt [6]. Stereotypes are often used, especially in discussions about
controversial issues such as immigration [29] or sexism [23] and misogyny [1]. At
PAN 2022 we focused on profiling ironic authors in Twitter. Special emphasis
was given to those authors that employ irony to spread stereotypes. The goal
was to classify authors as ironic or not depending on their number of tweets
with ironic content. Among those authors we considered a subset that employs
irony to convey stereotypes in order to investigate if state-of-the-art models are

3 To generate the datasets, we have followed a methodology that complies with the
EU General Data Protection Regulation [14]
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able to distinguish also these cases. Therefore, given authors together with their
tweets, the goal was to profile those authors that can be considered as ironic,
and among them those that employ irony to convey stereotypical messages. As
an evaluation setup, we created a collection that contains tweets posted by users
in Twitter. One document consisted of a feed of tweets written by the same user.

Taxonomy of Stereotype Categories

Recently [26] developed the Social Bias Frame, a new conceptual formalism
that aims to model the pragmatic frames in which people project social biases
and stereotypes onto others. To support this research they developed the Social
Bias Inference Corpus (SBIC) with 150K structured annotations of social media
posts covering 34k implications about social groups. For example: “If cameras do
really add ten pounds, do Africans really exist?”. For each post, annotators from
Amazon Mechanical Turk indicate whether or not: (i) the post is offensive, (ii) the
intent is to offend, and (iii) it contains lewd or sexual content. Only if annotators
indicate potential offensiveness they answer the group implication question: who
is referred to/targeted by this post? Two possible answers were: (i) yes, this
could be offensive to a group and (ii) no, this is just an insult to an individual or
a non-identity-related group of people. If the post targets or references a group
or demographic, annotators select or write which group is referenced. For each
selected group, they then write two to four stereotypes that are used in this post;
for the given example, annotators write as stereotype: “Africans are all starving”.
Finally, workers are asked whether they think the speaker is part of one of the
minority groups referenced by the post. From 16,739 instances in SBIC, 8,167
refer to a group of people in the field of “target minority”.

To build the IROSTEREO corpus we examine the “target minority” field
of SBIC and we identify 600 unique labels that could be considered a social
group or a social category. We define a social category following a long tradition
of research in Social Psychology [4] which considers that a social group exists
when two or more persons define themselves as members of the group and when
their existence is recognised by at least one other person. [26] classify the groups
referenced in seven categories: (1) body (2) culture (3) disabled (4) gender (5)
race (6) social and (7) victims. In order to focus specifically on stereotypes as
the expression of a prejudice against certain groups or social categories that
are often the object of an ironic and hurtful discourse we create a more gran-
ular taxonomy to classify the 600 labels in 17 categories: (1) national majority
groups, (2) illness/health groups, (3) age and role family groups, (4) victims, (5)
political groups, (6) ethnic/racial minorities, (7) immigration/national minori-
ties (8) professional and class groups, (9) sexual orientation groups, (10) women,
(11) physical appearance groups, (12) religious groups, (13) style of life groups,
(14) non-normative behaviour groups, (15) man/male groups, (16) minorities
expressed in generic terms and (17) white people. As keywords to retrieve the
tweets we use the labels associated to groups only from categories 5 to 14 of the
taxonomy.
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Dataset and Annotation Process

The Twitter API was used to retrieve tweets with two conditions: (i) tweets
that contain the hashtag #irony or #sarcasm and at least one of the labels
included in categories 5 to 14 of the taxonomy and (ii) the same labels about
social groups but without #irony or #sarcasm. Users with more cases in classes
1 and 2 were identified and the tweets that accomplish these two conditions were
downloaded. The annotators had to identify ironic tweets and tweets that use
stereotypes among this set of users. To identify irony, the annotators were asked
to mark the tweets where the user “expresses the opposite of what was saying as
a disguised mockery”. If a user had more than five ironic tweets it was labelled
as ironic.

Positive examples of classes 1 (users that express irony without stereotypes),
2 (non-ironic users that use stereotypes) and 3 (users that express irony and use
stereotypes) were selected and 200 tweets from their timeline were downloaded.
To find the non-ironic and non-stereotype class (4) the lexicon used in the three
previous classes was analysed in order to reduce topic bias. Moreover, tweets
should not contain the labels of social groups associated to stereotypes. A second
annotation was done to check that class 4 does not contain irony.

Table 3 presents the statistics of the corpus that consists of 600 authors for
English language, completely balance between the two classes (ironic and non
ironic), and with a 66/33 balance between users using stereotypes or not for each
class. For each author, we retrieved via the Twitter API their last 200 tweets.
We have split the corpus into training and test sets, following a proportion of
70/30 for training and testing respectively.

Table 3. Number of authors in the PAN-AP-22 corpus distributed between the two
classes, Ironic vs Non-Ironic, and within each class, distributed between users who use
stereotypes vs. users who do not use stereotypes.

Ironic Non Ironic
Set Stereotypes Non stereo. Total Stereotypes Non stereo. Total Total

Training 140 70 210 140 70 210 420
Test 60 30 90 60 30 90 180
Total 200 100 300 200 100 300 600

Evaluation Setup

Since the dataset is completely balanced for the two target classes, ironic vs. non
ironic, we have used the accuracy measure and ranked the performance of the
systems by that metric. More than 60 teams participated in the IROSTEREO
author profiling task. At the moment of the writing-up of this overview paper,
we are still evaluating the last submissions. The results will be presented in the
IROSTEREO overview paper [10].
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4 Multi-author Writing Style Analysis

The goal of the style change detection task is to identify—based on an intrinsic
style analysis—the text positions at which the author switches in a multi-author
document. Style change detection is a crucial part of the authorship identification
process and multi-author document analysis. This task has been part of PAN
since 2016, with varying task definitions, data sets, and evaluation procedures.
In 2016, participants were asked to identify and group fragments of a given
document that correspond to individual authors [24]. In 2017, the task was to
detect whether a given document is multi-authored. If the document was indeed
multi-authored, participants were asked to determine the positions at which
authorship changes [31]. Since this task was deemed highly complex, we reduced
the complexity of the task in 2018 and asked participants to predict whether
a given document is single- or multi-authored [8], which has to lead promising
results. In 2019, participants were asked first to detect whether a document
was single- or multi-authored and to predict the number of authors if it was
indeed written by multiple authors [35]. In 2020, we steered the task back to
its original definition, i.e., to find the positions at which authorship changes.
We asked participants to first determine whether a document was written by
one or by multiple authors and, for multi-author documents, they had to detect
between which paragraphs the authors change [34]. Continuing these efforts, in
the 2021 edition, we asked participants to first detect whether a document was
authored by one or multiple authors. For two-author documents, the task was
to find the position of the authorship change and for multi-author documents,
the task was to find all positions of authorship change and identify which author
wrote any given paragraph [32].

Multi-author Writing Style Analysis at PAN’22

The analysis of author writing styles is the foundation for author identification.
In this sense, methods for multi-author writing style analysis can pave the way for
authorship attribution at the sub-document level and thus, intrinsic plagiarism
detection (i.e., detecting plagiarism without the use of a reference corpus). Given
the importance of these tasks, we foster research in this direction through our
continued development of benchmarks.

Based on the progress made towards this goal in previous years and to entice
novices and experts, we extend the set of challenges. Therefore, the style change
detection task at PAN’22 involves three subtasks in increasing difficulty: (1) Style
Change Basic (subtask1): for a text written by two authors that contains a single
style change only, find the position of this change (i.e., cut the text into the two
authors’ texts on the paragraph-level), (2) Style Change Advanced (subtask2):
for a text written by two or more authors, find all positions of writing style
change (i.e., assign all paragraphs of the text uniquely to some author out of
the number of authors assumed for the multi-author document), and (3) Style
Change Real-World (subtask3): for a text written by two or more authors, find
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all positions of writing style change, where style changes now not only occur
between paragraphs but at the sentence level.

Data Set and Evaluation

The datasets underlying this task were created from posts of the popular Stack-
Exchange network of Q&A sites. Based on a dump of questions and answers from
the StackExchange network, we extracted a subset of topics (so-called sites)4.
Initial data cleaning involved removing questions and answers that were edited
after they were originally posted and removing images, URLs, code snippets,
block quotes, and bullet lists from all questions and answers. The general proce-
dure for generating one of our datasets then works as follows. All questions and
answers were split into paragraphs; we removed paragraphs of less than 100 char-
acters. Based on these paragraphs, we create documents by drawing paragraphs
from a single question thread to ensure that topic changes cannot be leveraged
for detecting style changes. We randomly pick the number of authors per docu-
ment between one and five. Following that, we randomly choose a corresponding
number of authors from the authors who contributed to the question thread we
were drawing paragraphs from. In the next step, we take the paragraphs writ-
ten by the selected authors and shuffle them to obtain the final documents. If
a resulting document has fewer than two paragraphs or is fewer than 1,000 or
more than 10,000 characters long, we discard it.

We applied this procedure, with slightly different parameters, to generate a
separate dataset for each of this year’s three subtasks. For the dataset for subtask
1, we ensured that every generated document has exactly one style change in
it. For subtask 2, we used the procedure exactly as outlined above. For subtask
3, we changed the procedure to operating on sentences instead of paragraphs.
The three datasets we obtained in this way contain a total of 2, 000, 10, 000, and
10, 000 documents, respectively, and were then all split into training, validation,
and test sets. The training sets consist of 70% of all generated documents for
a given dataset, whereas the test and validation set each consist of 15% of the
documents.

The three subtasks are evaluated independently. As primary evaluation met-
ric, we compute the macro-averaged F1-score value across all documents. To
add a further perspective on the results obtained, we evaluate two further mea-
sures for subtask 2: Diarization Error Rate (DER) [5] and Jaccard Error Rate
(JER) [25]. These measures essentially capture the fraction of text that is not
correctly attributed to an author and are borrowed from the field of text tran-
scription.

4 The following StackExchange sites were used: Code Review, Computer Graphics,
CS Educators, CS Theory, Data Science, DBA, DevOps, GameDev, Network Engi-
neering, Raspberry Pi, Superuser, and Server Fault
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Table 4. Overall results for the style change detection task, ranked by average F1

performance across all three subtasks (ST).

Participant ST1 F1 ST2 F1 ST3 F1 ST3 DER ST3 JER
Intrinsic Approaches

tzumilin22 0.7540 0.5100 0.7156 0.8059 0.6905
xinyin22 0.7346 0.4687 0.6720 0.7620 0.6862
qidilao22 0.7471 0.4170 0.6314 0.7364 0.6359
zhang22 0.7162 0.4174 0.6581 0.7114 0.6444
yang22 0.6690 0.4011 0.6483 0.7036 0.6323
alvi22 0.7052 0.3213 0.5636 0.6076 0.4782
castro22a 0.5661 0.2735 0.5565 0.5965 0.4229
alshmasy22 0.5272 0.2207 0.4995 0.5760 0.3557

Extrinsic Approaches
graner22 0.9932 0.9855 0.9929 0.9960 0.9960

Results

The style change detection task received nine software submissions, eight of
which used intrinsic approaches and one used an extrinsic approach. The indi-
vidual results achieved by the participants are presented in Table 4. For the
intrinsic approaches, the best results were achieved by tzumilin22, who obtained
the highest score for every subtask and evaluation metric. Further details on the
approaches taken can be found in the overview paper [33].
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